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Red Rose
Series 1 Quiz 1 (2022)

1. What is the name of the girl who jumps of the roof of her Manchester home, to her death in the
first episode?

2. 6 months after the girl committed suicide, what North West town does the series then focus on?

3. What are the names of the 6 friends, the main characters of the series?

4. What name do the group of friends collectively call themselves?

5. When Roche separates herself from the party on the moor, she receives a link to an app, what is the
name of the app?

6. When 'Red Rose' is first opened, what is the message that appears on screen?

7. When prompted by 'Red Rose' what are the three wishes Roche writes on her mirror in lipstick?

8. Who is the apparition that Roche keeps seeing?

9. What happens to the text messages Roche and Wren send to each other that cause their rift?

10. When the App prompts Roche to kiss Noah at a party and she declines, what is shown on a screen
that makes her kiss Noah?

11. Where do the friends discover Roche's lifeless body?

12. Everyone believes Roche committed suicide, who is the only friend that believes this not to be true
and announces her feelings at Roche's funeral?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Alyssa
2. Bolton
3. Rochelle, Wren, Ashley, Anthony, Noah and Taz
4. The Dickheads
5. Red Rose
6. Welcome to the New You

7. Wealth, Respect, Power
8. Her mother who died a long time ago
9. Translated into something else before received
10. A video of her queuing up at a food bank
11. In the bathtub
12. Wren
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